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Go to Navigation Go to Search For Mario Paper: A Millennial Door Video Game for Nintendo GameCube and a true sequel to Mario Paper for Nintendo 64. The game uses the same combat engine as its predecessor, but it also has several changes. They range from Hit Point partners to audience systems. The game
takes place in another country, the center of which is Rogueport. During a stop during the journey, Princess Peach finds a magic card and sends it to Mario, telling him to meet her in Rogueport. Upon arrival, Mario meets a gang known as the X-Nauts, who attack a girl from Gomba named Kumbella. He learns that the X-
Nauts are looking for relics known as Crystal Stars, and the map Mario holds apparently leads to them. After taking the map to the ruins of the old Rogueport and finding a thousand-year-old door, Mario led on a new journey to find the crystal stars and find out what happened to Princess Peach. Paper Mario: The
millennial move to navigate the go-to search is an awfully long time, in a strange and distant land a bustling city has flourished. It was a very happy place. And then one day the tragedy struck the city and its inhabitants. The city roared and trembled, and overnight the whole city plunged into the depths of the Earth. Many
moons rose and were set, and soon tales of the city settled in fairy tales, and soon people gathered and built a new city called Ruzhport in its place. Shortly after its construction, the people of Rougeport got word that the magnificent city lay under their quiet little town and a great treasure lay there ... Go, young Mario! The
adventure awaits you as you search for Crystal Stars! Keep ahead and let no one stand in your way! Home News Reviews features calendars of game releases Bulletins Walk-walking guide and more. FlagView HistoryPaper Mario: Millennial Door, is the second installment in the Mario Papers series, being the successor
to Mario Paper, which was on the Nintendo 64 (also disguised as a virtual Wii console), and the predecessor of Super Paper Mario on the Nintendo Wii. The game was first announced in 2003 at the GDC (Game Developer's Conference) as Paper Mario 2. In this live sequel, Mario visits the city of Rockeport after
Princess Peach wrote him a letter saying she had found a treasure map, but then began to open up to a wider story after learning that she was missing. This sequel was re-published by Nintendo and developed by Intelligent System's. The game also supports a similar system on the next combat system from Paper Mario
and Mario RPG: Legend of the Seven Stars. This wiki has been transformed from IGN's Paper Mario: The Thousand-Year Door Guide and may need further cleaning, such as removing some HTML tags, spaces, and adding new sections. Help improve this wiki if you can, and and this is a notification if necessary. Help
members If you're not familiar with editing our wikis, this simple How-to Wiki guide shows you how to get started. If you're not sure about something, feel free to ask the staff or tag a page you're having problems with (please be sure to tell us about the problem or cause). FlagView HistoryThis step-by-step guide shows
how to complete the basic quest of Mario Papers: The Millennial Door. Side quests such as Pit 100 Trials or Star Pieces and Shine Sprites will not be shown in this section, but mostly consists of completing a victory over all the bosses and their obstacles in front of them, and what needs to be completed to win the game.
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